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Why a traditional phased gate development cycle is not working
due to “false positive feasibility” approval
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A learning cycle

Happy 
customer

Direct the rider
Follow the bright spots -

Point to the destination -
Script the critical moves -

Motivate the elephant
Find the feeling -

Shrink the change -
Grow your people - Shape the path

Tweak the environment -
Build habits -

Rally the herd -

Based on Switch – How to change things when change is hard
Maart’ 2018, Henny portman

What’s the switch and what is holding it back?
How to make a switch:
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Vision + 
decom-
position

Create 
Leaps

of faith

Build 
quantitative 

financial 
model

Build
MVP

Tuning 
the 

engine
?

Build Measure Learn

Pivot

Persevere

Pivot: 
• Zoom-in
• Zoom-out
• Customer segment
• Customer need
• Platform
• Business architecture
• Value capture
• Engine of growth
• Channel
• Technology 

Lean startup

Genchi gembutsu

Value hypothesis
Growth hypothesis

Begin the process 
of learning, not 
end it 

Establish
the 

baseline

Accountable 
metrics:
• Actionable
• Accessable
• Auditable
Vanity metrics:
• Useless

Cohort analysis

Inovation accounting
(3 learning milestones)

• Concierge
• Smoke test
• Video
• Wizard of Oz testing
• Split test
• Early prototype
When in doubt: simplify

(not necessarily the smallest 
product imaginable)

Accelerate
BATCH: Small batches versus the large batch death spiral
ENGINE of GROWTH: Sticky, viral, paid
ADAPT: The wisdom of the five whys. The curse of the five blames
INNOVATE: Portfolio thinkingBased on THE LEAN STARTUP, by Eric Ries

Henny Portman, July 2015

If you can’t fail, you can’t learn

QRC The Startup Way
Based on The Startup Way, Jan.’2018, Henny Portman

Phase one: 
Critical mass

Phase two:
Scaling up

Phase Three:
Deep systems

Hyper growth

Strategy

Crisis

• Start small
• Build dedicated, cross-functional teams
• Wield the golden sword (clearing away 

bureaucratic obstacles)
• Design a good experiment (hypothesis, 

next action, risk containment, a tie 
between what is measured and one 
hypothesis)
• Create new ways to measure success 

(leading indicators)
• Work by exception
• Translate this way of working into terms 

the organization can understand.

Team level

Recurring 
common 
patterns

Division level

Enterprise level

• Identify the challenges faced by pilot 
teams
• Implement a widespread rollout
• Identify and make use of executive-level 

champions
• Train representatives of all internal 

functions
• Establish an in-house coaching program
• Set up the mechanisms of metered 

funding and growth boards

• From gatekeeper functions (delayed) to enabling 
functions (accelerated). Create a one-page guide 
that laid out, in plain English, a series of 
parameters within which teams would be pre-
cleared to work
• Dual roles: support the entrepreneurial efforts of 

product and project teams and create their own 
entrepreneurial process to streamline their own 
functional responsibilities
• Testing and validating
• Ideas and way of working must become deeply 

baked into a company’s DNA

Innovation
Accounting

Behaviourchange

Custom
er im

pact

Financial im
pact

Value hypothesis
Growth hypothesis Level:

1

2

3

dashboard

Business Case

Net Present Value

Execution

Translation from the vague language of ‘lear-
ning’ to the hard language of dollars or euros.

Growth Board
• To be the single point of contact of corporate 

accountability for an internal startup.
• To act as the single clearinghouse for 

information about the startup for the rest of 
the corporation
• To provide metered funding to startups

Tips:
• Small groups, right people
• Frequent meetings
• Action oriented
• Fact based
• No attendance, no vote

Hypothesis Quantitative 
model MVP ?

Persevere

PivotLean Startup

Tune

Build LearnMeasure

• Continuous innovation
• Startup as atomic unit of work
• The missing function
• The second founding
• Continuous transformation

Principles

QRC Lean UX
Based on Lean UX – Designing Great Products with Agile Teams. Aug.’2017, Henny Portman

OUTCOMES,
ASSUMPTIONS,

HYPOTHESES

DESIGN IT

CREATE AN MVP

RESEARCH & LEARNING

Principles to guide team organization 
are: 
• Cross-functional teams
• Small, dedicated, co-located
• Self-sufficient and empowered
• Problem-focused team

Principles to guide culture:
• Moving from doubt to certainty
• Outcomes, not output
• Removing waste
• Shared understanding
• No rock stars, gurus, or ninjas
• Permission to fail

Principles to guide process are:
• Work in small batches to mitigate 

risk
• Continuous discovery
• GOOB (getting out of the building): 

the new user-centricity
• Externalizing your work
• Making over analysis
• Getting out of the deliverables 

business

Principles

Driving vision with outcome
• Project’s problem statement
• Declare assumptions (4 types: Business 

outcomes, Users, User outcomes and 
Features)
• Transform assumptions into hypotheses 

(tactical and testable)

Collaborative design
Build a shared understanding, generate 
and converge ideas by using:
• Design Studio: problem definition and 

constraints, individual idea generation 
(diverge), presentation and critique, 
iterate and refine in pairs (emerge), 
team idea generation (converge)
• Design systems, style guides, 

collaborative design sessions, and 
simple conversations

Minimum Viable Products and Prototypes
MVP: the smallest thing you can make to learn whether your hypothesis is valid.
• Creating an MVP to understand value: get to the point, use a clear call to action, prioritize ruthlessly, 

stay agile, don’t reinvent the wheel, measure behavior
• Create an MVP to understand implementation: be functional, integrate with existing analytics, be 

consistent with the rest of the application
• Final guidelines for creating MVPs: it’s not easy to be pure, be clear about your learning goals, go small, 

you don’t necessarily need code, the truth curve
• Examples of MVPs: landing page test, feature fake (aka button to nowhere), Wizard of Oz
• Prototyping: paper, low-fidelity on-screen mockups, middle- and high-fidelity on-screen prototypes, 

coded and live-data prototypes.

Feedback and research
• Collaborative discovery: as a team review, 

decide who to speak, create interview guide, 
break your team into research pairs, arm each 
pair with a version of the MVP, meet the 
customer, interview and take notes, begin 
with questions, conversations, and 
observations, demonstrate the MVP, collect 
notes and customer feedback, switch roles
• Continuous learning: three users every 

Thursday, simplify your test environment, 
making sense of the research
• Monitoring techniques: customer service, on-

site feedback surveys
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Lean UX Process

QRC The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
Based on The Five Dysfunctions of a Team - A leadership fable. Febr.’2018, Henny Portman

Absense of trust

Fear of conflict

Lack of commitment

Avoidance of
Accountability

Inattention to
results

By building trust, a team 
makes conflict possible

By engaging in productive conflict 
and tapping into team members’ 
perspectives and opinions, a team 
can confidently commit and buy 
in to a decision

In order for teammates to call each 
other on their behaviours and actions, 
they must have a clear sense of what is 
expected.

If teammates are not being held accountable for 
their contributions, they will be more likely to turn 
their attention to their own needs, and to the 
advancement of themselves or their departments.

The role of the 
leader:

• Demonstrate vulnerability
• Create safe environment
• Be genuine

• Demonstrate restraint
• Allow resolution to occur 

naturally
•Model appropriate conflict 

behaviour

• Pushing the group for 
closure around issues
• Adherence to schedules

• Encourage and allow the 
team to serve as the first 
and primary accountability 
mechanism
• Serve as the ultimate 

arbiter of discipline 

• Set a tone for a focus on 
results
• Be selfless
• Be objective

Suggestions for overcoming 
dysfunction:

•Mining (of conflicts)
• Real-time permission
• Other tools (personality style, behavioural 

preference tools)

• Personal histories exercise
• Team effectiveness exercise
• Personality and behavioural preference 

profiles
• 360o feedback
• Experimental team exercises

• Cascading messaging
• Deadlines
• Contingency and worst-case scenario 

analysis
• Low-risk exposure therapy

• Publication of goals and standards
• Simple and regular progress reviews
• Team rewards

• Public declaration od results
• Results-based rewards

Artificial 
harm

ony
Am

biguity
Invulnerability

Low
 standards

Status and ego

By taking into account human imperfections, members of functional teams overcome the natural tendencies that prevent trust, conflict, commitment, accountability and the inattention  on 
results from being positioned in the right place.

A steady 
rhythm
helps

Lesson 1: 
Harvesting 
frequently 
gets results

Make it 
clear what 
the goal is

Usable 
results are 

the only 
measure of 

progress

Make 
yourself 

superfluous

Stop micro-
managing, 
and don’t 
bark

Experiment 
constantly

Rituals offer 
a mainstay

Lesson 4: 
value the 
apparent 

chaos

Encourage 
incremental 

learning

Look at the 
result, not 

the process

Keep your 
distance, but 
remain in the 

loop

Trust in the 
team’s 

knowledge

Lesson 5: 
Removing 
barriers

Look for the 
underlying 
causes of 
problems

Lesson 6: 
Let go of 
your ego

Lesson 2: 
Disrupting 

operational 
direction

Delivering 
frequently 

and 
regularly is 

crucial.

Do not 
delay ack-

knowledge-
ment of 

good
work

Trust 
the 

teams

Mini-
mize 
distance

Keep 
looking 

for 
improve-

ments

Pass all 
compliments 
along to your 

teams

No 
ego

Embrace 
criticism

Your personal change

Trust and let go

Results in rhythm

Self-managing teams

Collective culture

Learn and 
improve

The bee-shepherd modelQRC Servant leadership
Based on How to lead self-managing teams by Rini van Solingen
Febr. 2018, Henny Portman

Any culture 
change begins 

with you

“Laissez-faire” is 
not leadership

Frameworks 
are the guide, 
but the teams 

decide

Lesson 3: 
Pick and 

protect the 
framework

Start with
tight frame-
works, and 
expand on them 
after hitting 
milestones

The Product Samurai 
Principles

By Henny Portman, Dec'2016. Based on The Product Samurai.

Chu: Loyalty. Accept consequences. 
Accountability.

Makato: Sincerity. Speaking and 
doing are the same.

Yin: Empathy. See to the 
needs of others.

Meiyo: Honor. Decisions you 
make reflect who you are.

Yu: Courage. Living in a shell like a 
turtle is not living at all.

Rei: Respect. Courteous, even 
to opponents.

Gi: Integrity. Truth not just from 
others, but also in yourself

Gi: 
Integrity

Yu: 
Courage

Yin: 
Empathy

Makato: Sincerity

Rei: 
Respect

Meiyo: 
Honor

Chu: 
Loyalty

The Rollout by Alex Yakyma

• Business novel, org: VeraComm System, change 
leader: Ethan, SAFe consultant: Adi

• Understand the importance of leadership training
• Team, program, value stream and portfolio Cadence 
• Program Increment Planning preparations and event
• Continuous integration
• An Agile Release Train ≠ program
• What’s an epic
• The usage of a portfolio Kanban
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SAFe recommended reading
The following, by SAFe recommended books are discussed on my blog https://hennyportman.wordpress.com:

• Principles of Product Development Flow, Don Reinertsen. Discussed SAFe topics: economic objectives, cost of delay, economic batch size based on transaction and
holding costs, queues, CFD, little’s law, variability, batch size, synchronization, Weighted Shortest Job First (WSJF): 
https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2017/05/24/book-review-the-principles-of-product-development-flow/

• The Lean Machine, Dantar Oosterwal. Discussed SAFe topics: integration points, set-based design, false positive feasibility: 
https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2016/09/21/book-review-the-lean-machine/ (See one pager)

• Tribal Unity: Getting from Teams to Tribes by Creating a One Team Culture, Em Campbell-Pretty. Discussed SAFe topics: one Agile Release Train culture, tipping
point: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2018/03/05/review-tribal-unity/

• Switch, Chip Heath and Dan Heath. Discussed SAFe topics: Leading a lean-agile enterprise: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2018/03/21/review-switch-how-to-
change-things-when-change-is-hard/ (see one-pager)

• The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Patrick Lencioni: Discussed SAFe topics: Attributes of high performing teams: 
https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2018/02/01/review-the-five-dysfunctions-of-a-team/ (See one pager)

To complement this reading list, I recommend the following books too:

• The Rollout: A Novel about Leadership and Building a Lean-Agile Enterprise with SAFe, Alex Yakyma. Discussed SAFe topics: Introducing SAFe and Experimenting
PI Planning: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/book-review-the-rollout/ (See one pager)

• The Lean Start-up, Eric Ries. Discussed SAFe topics: Foster innovation with the Lean Startup cycle: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2015/07/17/book-review-
the-lean-startup-how-constant-innovation-creates-radically-successful-businesses/ (See one pager)

• Eric Ries, The Startup Way: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2018/01/09/review-the-startup-way/ (See one pager)
• Lean UX – Designing Great Products with Agile Teams, Jeff Gothelf, Josh Seiden. Discussed SAFe topics: Elaborate features with Lean UX: 

https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2017/08/12/review-and-summary-lean-ux/ (See one pager)
• The Product Samurai - A Product Manager’s guide to continuous innovation, Chris Lukassen.  https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/book-review-the-

product-samurai/ (See one pager)
• How to lead self-managing teams? Changing leadership from sheepherding to beekeeping – A business novel, Rini van Solingen. Discussed SAFe topics: Sevant

leadership: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2018/02/11/review-how-to-lead-self-managing-teams/ (See one pager)
• The Scrum Culture – Introducing Agile Methods, Dominik Maximini. https://hennyportman.wordpress.com/2017/09/27/review-the-scrum-culture/

© HWP Consulting / version 7.0 / 07-2017
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Direct the rider
Follow the bright spots -

Point to the destination -
Script the critical moves -

Motivate the elephant
Find the feeling -

Shrink the change -
Grow your people - Shape the path

Tweak the environment -
Build habits -

Rally the herd -

Based on Switch – How to change things when change is hard
Maart’ 2018, Henny portman

What’s the switch and what is holding it back?
How to make a switch:
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Vision + 
decom-
position

Create 
Leaps

of faith

Build 
quantitative 

financial 
model

Build
MVP

Tuning 
the 

engine
?

Build Measure Learn

Pivot

Persevere

Pivot: 
• Zoom-in
• Zoom-out
• Customer segment
• Customer need
• Platform
• Business architecture
• Value capture
• Engine of growth
• Channel
• Technology 

Lean startup

Genchi gembutsu

Value hypothesis
Growth hypothesis

Begin the process 
of learning, not 
end it 

Establish
the 

baseline

Accountable 
metrics:
• Actionable
• Accessable
• Auditable
Vanity metrics:
• Useless

Cohort analysis

Inovation accounting
(3 learning milestones)

• Concierge
• Smoke test
• Video
• Wizard of Oz testing
• Split test
• Early prototype
When in doubt: simplify

(not necessarily the smallest 
product imaginable)

Accelerate
BATCH: Small batches versus the large batch death spiral
ENGINE of GROWTH: Sticky, viral, paid
ADAPT: The wisdom of the five whys. The curse of the five blames
INNOVATE: Portfolio thinkingBased on THE LEAN STARTUP, by Eric Ries

Henny Portman, July 2015

If you can’t fail, you can’t learn



QRC The Startup Way
Based on The Startup Way, Jan.’2018, Henny Portman

Phase one: 
Critical mass

Phase two:
Scaling up

Phase Three:
Deep systems

Hyper growth

Strategy

Crisis

• Start small
• Build dedicated, cross-functional teams
• Wield the golden sword (clearing away 

bureaucratic obstacles)
• Design a good experiment (hypothesis, 

next action, risk containment, a tie 
between what is measured and one 
hypothesis)
• Create new ways to measure success 

(leading indicators)
• Work by exception
• Translate this way of working into terms 

the organization can understand.

Team level

Recurring 
common 
patterns

Division level

Enterprise level

• Identify the challenges faced by pilot 
teams
• Implement a widespread rollout
• Identify and make use of executive-level 

champions
• Train representatives of all internal 

functions
• Establish an in-house coaching program
• Set up the mechanisms of metered 

funding and growth boards

• From gatekeeper functions (delayed) to enabling 
functions (accelerated). Create a one-page guide 
that laid out, in plain English, a series of 
parameters within which teams would be pre-
cleared to work
• Dual roles: support the entrepreneurial efforts of 

product and project teams and create their own 
entrepreneurial process to streamline their own 
functional responsibilities
• Testing and validating
• Ideas and way of working must become deeply 

baked into a company’s DNA

Innovation
Accounting

Behaviourchange

Custom
er im

pact

Financial im
pact

Value hypothesis
Growth hypothesis Level:

1

2

3

dashboard

Business Case

Net Present Value

Execution

Translation from the vague language of ‘lear-
ning’ to the hard language of dollars or euros.

Growth Board
• To be the single point of contact of corporate 

accountability for an internal startup.
• To act as the single clearinghouse for 

information about the startup for the rest of 
the corporation
• To provide metered funding to startups

Tips:
• Small groups, right people
• Frequent meetings
• Action oriented
• Fact based
• No attendance, no vote

Hypothesis Quantitative 
model MVP ?

Persevere

PivotLean Startup

Tune

Build LearnMeasure

• Continuous innovation
• Startup as atomic unit of work
• The missing function
• The second founding
• Continuous transformation

Principles



QRC Lean UX
Based on Lean UX – Designing Great Products with Agile Teams. Aug.’2017, Henny Portman

OUTCOMES,
ASSUMPTIONS,

HYPOTHESES

DESIGN IT

CREATE AN MVP

RESEARCH & LEARNING

Principles to guide team organization 
are: 
• Cross-functional teams
• Small, dedicated, co-located
• Self-sufficient and empowered
• Problem-focused team

Principles to guide culture:
• Moving from doubt to certainty
• Outcomes, not output
• Removing waste
• Shared understanding
• No rock stars, gurus, or ninjas
• Permission to fail

Principles to guide process are:
• Work in small batches to mitigate 

risk
• Continuous discovery
• GOOB (getting out of the building): 

the new user-centricity
• Externalizing your work
• Making over analysis
• Getting out of the deliverables 

business

Principles

Driving vision with outcome
• Project’s problem statement
• Declare assumptions (4 types: Business 

outcomes, Users, User outcomes and 
Features)
• Transform assumptions into hypotheses 

(tactical and testable)

Collaborative design
Build a shared understanding, generate 
and converge ideas by using:
• Design Studio: problem definition and 

constraints, individual idea generation 
(diverge), presentation and critique, 
iterate and refine in pairs (emerge), 
team idea generation (converge)
• Design systems, style guides, 

collaborative design sessions, and 
simple conversations

Minimum Viable Products and Prototypes
MVP: the smallest thing you can make to learn whether your hypothesis is valid.
• Creating an MVP to understand value: get to the point, use a clear call to action, prioritize ruthlessly, 

stay agile, don’t reinvent the wheel, measure behavior
• Create an MVP to understand implementation: be functional, integrate with existing analytics, be 

consistent with the rest of the application
• Final guidelines for creating MVPs: it’s not easy to be pure, be clear about your learning goals, go small, 

you don’t necessarily need code, the truth curve
• Examples of MVPs: landing page test, feature fake (aka button to nowhere), Wizard of Oz
• Prototyping: paper, low-fidelity on-screen mockups, middle- and high-fidelity on-screen prototypes, 

coded and live-data prototypes.

Feedback and research
• Collaborative discovery: as a team review, 

decide who to speak, create interview guide, 
break your team into research pairs, arm each 
pair with a version of the MVP, meet the 
customer, interview and take notes, begin 
with questions, conversations, and 
observations, demonstrate the MVP, collect 
notes and customer feedback, switch roles
• Continuous learning: three users every 

Thursday, simplify your test environment, 
making sense of the research
• Monitoring techniques: customer service, on-

site feedback surveys

1

2

3

4

Lean UX Process



QRC The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
Based on The Five Dysfunctions of a Team - A leadership fable. Febr.’2018, Henny Portman

Absense of trust

Fear of conflict

Lack of commitment

Avoidance of
Accountability

Inattention to
results

By building trust, a team 
makes conflict possible

By engaging in productive conflict 
and tapping into team members’ 
perspectives and opinions, a team 
can confidently commit and buy 
in to a decision

In order for teammates to call each 
other on their behaviours and actions, 
they must have a clear sense of what is 
expected.

If teammates are not being held accountable for 
their contributions, they will be more likely to turn 
their attention to their own needs, and to the 
advancement of themselves or their departments.

The role of the 
leader:

• Demonstrate vulnerability
• Create safe environment
• Be genuine

• Demonstrate restraint
• Allow resolution to occur 

naturally
•Model appropriate conflict 

behaviour

• Pushing the group for 
closure around issues
• Adherence to schedules

• Encourage and allow the 
team to serve as the first 
and primary accountability 
mechanism
• Serve as the ultimate 

arbiter of discipline 

• Set a tone for a focus on 
results
• Be selfless
• Be objective

Suggestions for overcoming 
dysfunction:

•Mining (of conflicts)
• Real-time permission
• Other tools (personality style, behavioural 

preference tools)

• Personal histories exercise
• Team effectiveness exercise
• Personality and behavioural preference 

profiles
• 360o feedback
• Experimental team exercises

• Cascading messaging
• Deadlines
• Contingency and worst-case scenario 

analysis
• Low-risk exposure therapy

• Publication of goals and standards
• Simple and regular progress reviews
• Team rewards

• Public declaration od results
• Results-based rewards

Artificial 
harm

ony
Am

biguity
Invulnerability

Low
 standards

Status and ego

By taking into account human imperfections, members of functional teams overcome the natural tendencies that prevent trust, conflict, commitment, accountability and the inattention  on 
results from being positioned in the right place.
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helps

Lesson 1: 
Harvesting 
frequently 
gets results

Make it 
clear what 
the goal is

Usable 
results are 

the only 
measure of 

progress

Make 
yourself 

superfluous

Stop micro-
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and don’t 
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Experiment 
constantly

Rituals offer 
a mainstay

Lesson 4: 
value the 
apparent 

chaos

Encourage 
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Look at the 
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the process
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Lesson 5: 
Removing 
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Self-managing teams
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The bee-shepherd modelQRC Servant leadership
Based on How to lead self-managing teams by Rini van Solingen
Febr. 2018, Henny Portman

Any culture 
change begins 

with you

“Laissez-faire” is 
not leadership

Frameworks 
are the guide, 
but the teams 

decide

Lesson 3: 
Pick and 

protect the 
framework

Start with
tight frame-
works, and 
expand on them 
after hitting 
milestones



The Product Samurai 
Principles

By Henny Portman, Dec'2016. Based on The Product Samurai.

Chu: Loyalty. Accept consequences. 
Accountability.

Makato: Sincerity. Speaking and 
doing are the same.

Yin: Empathy. See to the 
needs of others.

Meiyo: Honor. Decisions you 
make reflect who you are.

Yu: Courage. Living in a shell like a 
turtle is not living at all.

Rei: Respect. Courteous, even 
to opponents.

Gi: Integrity. Truth not just from 
others, but also in yourself

Gi: 
Integrity

Yu: 
Courage

Yin: 
Empathy

Makato: Sincerity

Rei: 
Respect

Meiyo: 
Honor

Chu: 
Loyalty



The Rollout by Alex Yakyma

• Business novel, org: VeraComm System, change 
leader: Ethan, SAFe consultant: Adi

• Understand the importance of leadership training
• Team, program, value stream and portfolio Cadence 
• Program Increment Planning preparations and event
• Continuous integration
• An Agile Release Train ≠ program
• What’s an epic
• The usage of a portfolio Kanban
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Contact details

My Blog: https://hennyportman.wordpress.com

My LinkedIn profile (feel free to connect): 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hennyportman/

My mail address: Henny.portman@planet.nl

On request I can give (agile) project, programme, portfolio management or PMO 
training classes or project board awareness workshops, grasp sessions scaling 
agile, et cetera.

You can reach me on +31 6 21512 987 or 
http://www.hwptraining.nl or http://hwpconsulting.nl
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